
Peterson Milling 

Custom Sawmilling Contract (prices in                    ) 
 

 
This agreement is between _____________      (Sawyer) and 
 

___________________________________      (Customer) 
 
Sawyer agrees to cut logs at customer's site at a rate(s) of  

  
____   Fixed price per job $_____ 
____   50/50 split sawyer gets every other board off log 
 

Customer understands that lumber yield will very with quality of logs and defects in logs. 
 
The following charges may or may not apply: 

   

� Customer will be charged a minimum fee of $___ for transportation 
  
� Move mill to different location on site - $___ per move 

 
� Any blade damage due to striking foreign object in customer's log - min $___ (re-sharpen teeth) 

max $___ (bent blade, replace teeth). Metal detecting done on logs for free 
 

� Trimming (limbs, butt swell, oversize) or cleaning dirty logs, metal removal - $___/hr 
 
� Sticker-stacking lumber - $.__/BF based on log scale 

 
 
Customer agrees all logs __ inches in diameter and less shall be staged and positioned to provide 
continuous loading without moving the mill.  Sawyer may be contracted to stage these logs at a rate 

of $___/hr.  Logs over __ inches may be milled in place, however, additional mill moving fees may be 
required.   
 
Customer agrees to provide labor for tailing lumber and/or slabs and to assist sawyer in loading logs. If 

said customer is unable to find or provide labor they may pay a sawyer suggested laborer at the rate of 
$__/hr.  
 

It is understood by the customer that log handling and cutting can be hazardous. Customer shall be 
responsible for conduct of helpers and observers, and agrees to hold the sawyer and the sawmill 
manufacturer harmless for any injury or damage to helpers or observers arising around activities 
surrounding the sawmill.  It will be the customer's duty and obligation to keep children and observers 

to the right side of the sawmill operator and out of the immediate work area when the mill is operating. 
In addition the laborer must stay clear of sawmill tracks until lumber is free and ready for removal.   
 

Payment in full is expected immediately at end of job or every __________, whichever comes first. 
Cash or money order.  Checks are accepted by special arrangement only. 
 
The customer represents that he or she is the owner of the logs and/or has the authority to enter into 

this agreement on behalf of all interested parties. 
 
 
 

Signed:   _____________________________ (sawyer)     Date: ________________________ 
 
               ______________________________  (customer) 


